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storeys (0 = no) 
(1=  yes) 
(months) tenders 
CASENO CONSUM GFA STOREY ACOND PERIOD BIDDERS 
1 1085.95 452 2 0 8 6 
2 5042.91 1601 7 0 11 8 
3 2516.59 931 3 1 11 7 
4 18290.60 6701 7 1 17 6 
5 3195.81 219 3 0 12 1 
6 8894.68 3600 6 0 15 9 
7 932.06 490 2 0 7 6 
8 979.93 415 1 0 8 8 
9 1684.94 504 3 0 9 6 
10 1896.39 320 2 0 7 7 
11 3789.05 372 2 0 6 7 
12 2445.12 837 2 0 9 4 
13 1501.91 491 3 0 6 6 
14 1114.31 496 1 0 6 6 
15 943.48 430 2 0 99 99 
16 3670.98 1368 4 0 12 4 
17 1094.75 469 2 0 6 4 
18 4584.87 1260 2 0 8 5 
19 10942.28 2994 8 1 15 1 
20 760.29 312 2 0 6 6 
21 3002.67 1225 2 0 9 7 
22 2720.44 1230 2 0 10 8 
23 58365.39 23089 7 1 20 7 
24 11323.40 4273 4 1 20 7 
25 37 357.91 11300 5 1 18 6 
26 46309.12 14430 3 1 30 6 
27 1704.17 437 3 1 10 9 
28 6792.04 2761 5 1 12 6 
Contract sum  ÷  tender  price index ÷ location factor  e.g.  contract  number  2 contract  sum  = 
1514385÷  in London  (location factor  1.30) on Sept 1987 (TPI  231). Standardised contract sum = 
514385  + 231 ÷1.30 = 5042.91 
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GFA -0.3071     










    
























Table 3: Stepwise regression results 
 
 
